Listen to the recording about a reporter’s tour of the Guantanamo Detention Centre. While listening, choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D) and write it into the space in the answer box.

Tour of Guantanamo Detention Centre
https://www.npr.org/player/embed/489964072/489964073

1. The camps the journalist was able to visit
   A. were inhabited by prisoners who were gardeners
   B. had mostly highly dangerous inmates in them
   C. showed prisoners in fairly comfortable living conditions
   D. were normally off-limits to journalists

2. What impressed Arun Rath most was
   A. the prisoners’ creative activities
   B. the patience that the inmates demonstrated
   C. how many were in a room praying together
   D. how humanely inmates are treated

3. Camp X-Ray is the place where
   A. prisoners stay before they are released from the detention centre
   B. well-behaved prisoners are shown to foreign journalists
   C. journalists are brought to when they arrive at the facility
   D. inmates were originally taken to when they arrived at Guantanamo

4. Hunger strikes
   A. are not reported to journalists anymore
   B. are denied by camp officials
   C. do not occur at Guantanamo anymore
   D. are unheard of at Camp X-Ray

5. The US government does not know
   A. how many transferable inmates there are in the camps
   B. when to close Guantanamo
   C. what to do with the prisoners who are not transferred
   D. how to conduct trials of prisoners at Guantanamo
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